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Europe Beware! – World War III Could Destroy
Europe for the Third Time in a Century

By Peter Koenig
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Agenda

Washington is determined to go to war with Russia. Its military industrial complex demands
it.  Its  financial  system  –  FED,  Wall  Street  demand  it.  War  is  a  debt  machine.  War  brings
insane amounts of profit. The European vassals go along with it. It is part of the PNAC (Plan
for a New American Century) to take over the world.

After Russia, China would follow. That’s the plan. China is being encircled as we speak.
Already 50% of the US navy fleet is stationed in the Pacific, from Japan to the Philippines to
Australia. By 2016, Obama has promised, the navy war contingent in the Pacific will increase
to two thirds.

In mid-2014, China had surpassed the US in economic power. China must be annihilated in
any way possible. Never mind that Russia and China have recently concluded a pact, a close
financial and military alliance – which to defeat will be next to impossible.

Unless – and here is the crux of the matter – unless Washington, a dying beast, pouncing
wildly its tentacles all around the globe, initiates an all-out nuclear war, destroying the
planet, including itself – but foremost Europe. After all, the US of A is far away. Protected by
two Oceans. Starting wars from foreign bases is much safer.

Of NATO’s 28 member countries, 26 are in Europe, of which 12 – almost half – in Eastern
Europe, countries that used to be part of or ‘dependencies’ of the former Soviet Union. And
this happened despite Washington’s promise at the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall, not to
expand NATO eastward. A lie and sheer affront on Russia.

This provocation is exacerbated today by the Pentagon’s further arming the NATO bases of
Poland and Latvia, and by NATO’s considering Ukraine’s urgent call – or rather, the call of
the Washington installed Kiev Nazi thugs – for NATO protection and to become a NATO
member  as  soon  as  possible.  Poroshenko  declared  that  his  government  (sic)  will  do
whatever it takes to implement the neoliberal NATO reform conditions, including give up the
status of non-alignment (neutrality) under which it was created at the dissolution of the
Soviet  Union.  “Neoliberal  reforms”  –  akin  to  the  IMF  sledgehammer,  meaning  further
privatizing and stealing Ukraine’s social safety system – reduced salaries, pensions, health
and education benefits. A disaster for the people; spiraling into outright misery.

Imagine, NATO at Moscow’s doorstep. Would the Kremlin just bow and accept it? – Hardly.
With NATO bases in 26 European countries – Guess – who would be the logical center of the
next theatre of war?

Do the Obama stooges not realize this? – Do the vassals have no brains? Or would the
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coward leaders (sic) escape to Florida, while their people are smoldering to dust? – Wake up,
Europe! Wake up! – People of Europe, take back your countries from the neoliberal puppets,
from your spine and brainless coward leaders.

In fact, the West led by the naked emperor is waging war against Russia on several fronts:
the bloody Ukraine coup and Maidan massacre in February 2014; arming and equipping the
Kiev war criminals that has led to at least 5,000 savagely killed Donbass inhabitants most of
whom civilians,  women and children,  and more than a million homeless  refugees into
Russia;  relentless anti-Russia, anti-Putin propaganda, by the Zionist-Anglo-Saxon controlled
MSM; CIA instigated false flag operations, like the downing by Kiev’s air force of Malaysian
Air MH17, killing 298 people; a salvo of countless economic sanctions which, albeit, hurt
Europe more than Russia; and a currency war with an engineered fall of the ruble, combined
with an ‘engineered’ drop of oil prices by conspiring with the Saudi clowns for hydrocarbon
overproduction, a stab not only at Russia, but also at the economies of others who refuse to
bend to Washington’s dictum, like Iran and Venezuela.

In addition, there is the indirect attack front – the Middle East – creating and arming the IS
caliphate to destabilize Syria; and in an act of make-believe attacking IS troops in disguise
of bombing Syria – a close ally of Russia – for ‘regime change’, an objective that has been on
the State Department’s agenda for the last ten years. Iran, another ally of Russia and China,
may be next. So it has been inscribed in the PNAC. The tail of the Zionist poodle that wags
the empire (and largely authored the PNAC) knows no mercy.

Russia  is  taking it  in  with  calm.  Vladimir  Putin  is  a  chess  player  par  excellence,  out-
maneuvering  the  west  at  every  move.  In  addition  to  Russia’s  large  foreign  exchange
reserves – estimated at close to half a trillion dollars equivalent – Ms. Elvira Nabiullina,
President of Russia’s Central Bank, entered into a currency swap agreement with China,
pitting their combined economies, constituting about 27% of the world’s GDP (US$85 trillion,
2014 est.) against the western economic aggressions.

A few days ago Russia’s Central Bank started buying back cheap, down-graded rubles with
its excess foreign reserves. The Russian currency gained 10% alone on 17 December, last
day of  trading before the weekend.  With the fall  of  the ruble,  foreign shareholders of
Russian corporations, especially in Europe and the US, were afraid of losing out under a
ruble  collapse.  They shed their  shares –  which Russia  quickly  bought  and repatriated,
thereby  not  only  returning  foreign  holdings  of  Russian  stock  into  Russian  coffers,  but  also
cashing in on the dividends of these stocks. According to some accounts (Spiegel Online),
with this move alone Russia earned some 20 billion dollars.

It looks like the economic and propaganda war is progressively being won by Russia. On the
political western front things are crumbling too. Hungary’s government, a member of the EU
and of NATO, has just declared an alliance with Russia against Washington.  Turkey, once a
contender to enter the EU, is disgusted with Europe and is instead aiming at membership in
the SCO (Shanghai Cooperation Organization). Turkey is a strategic key NATO member. Will
others follow suit, as more and more are seeing the emperor’s nakedness and horrendous
malignancy?

The veils are falling. Gradually. So-called allies of the empire are wary since long. Afraid of
‘sanctions’ or worse, of a possible take-over by the merciless killing machine, they have
nodded  and  played  along.  So  far.  But,  as  they  see  the  implosion  of  the  beast,  they
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increasingly dare jumping ship.

Europe – be aware! The center of the next war might again be Europe. A dying beast knows
no mercy. It rather destroys the universe and itself than leaving survivors behind. – Unless
its poisonous and killing tentacles can be paralyzed – terminally, by economic isolation; by
destruction of  its  currency,  the dollar;  by making this  worthless  money irrelevant  and
obsolete. For good.

Europe – it’s not too late! Your economic future is in your autonomy; in a coalition of
European sovereign nations with the east – an alliance with the promising new economic
Silk  Road.  Mr.  Xi  Jinping’s  offer  to  Madame Merkel  this  past  spring is  still  open.  Neoliberal
thinking is short-term thinking. Instant profit for instant debt.

Europe, take the lead. Break loose from the corrupt debt-ridden dollar casino scheme. A new
ruble-yuan based monetary system is in the making. The basket may soon expand by other
BRICS currencies – and, who knows, maybe the Euro? – Our children, grandchildren and their
children deserve a future of peace and harmony and wellbeing.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He writes regularly for Global Research, ICH, RT, the Voice of Russia, now Ria Novosti, The
Vineyard of The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An
Economic  Thriller  about  War,  Environmental  Destruction  and  Corporate  Greed  –  fiction
based  on  facts  and  on  30  years  of  World  Bank  experience  around  the  globe.
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